
Inspired by your job.
KÜBLER WORKWEAR
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Good workwear is characterised by 
prompt and uncomplicated delivery. 
Thanks to our high-bay warehouse, 
automated packing stations and 
cooperation with reliable trans-
portation partners we are able to 
guarantee our customers maximum 
delivery reliability.

In order to satisfy our high quality requirements, we have over 
280,000 metres of fabric from renowned European manu-
facturers stockpiled in our in-house raw materials warehouse.

We are of the opinion that a living 
wage and reasonable working hours 
should be self-evident. We do not 
use any child labour or accept any 
working conditions which restrict or 
oppress people's freedom. We are therefore a member of amfori, 
the leading global business association for open and sustainable 
trade. We improve the social conditions of our supply chain with 
the assistance of amfori BSCI. Further information is available at 
www.amfori.org
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KÜBLER WORKWEAR

If you work hard, you also deserve the best workwear. Since 1956 
KÜBLER has made every effort to ensure that our workwear 
supports the wearer in all respects. Inspired by the challenges of 
daily working life, we pursue the vision of developing extraordinary 
products which specifically support physical processes.

With a unique combination of intelligent functions, select materials, 
modern design and clever details, we ensure that industrial workers, 
craftsmen and labourers feel comfortable at work – the optimal con-
dition for consistent top performance. Our hard work has finally paid 
off - KÜBLER is one of the world's leading providers of workwear.

Look forward to a whole new work atmosphere!

KÜBLER workwear is exclusively 
developed from our premises in 
Germany. Here, we employ more 
than 60 highly qualified seam-
stresses in addition to our own 
production development and design 
departments.

Designed and developed
in Germany.

Fair 
for everyone.

We aim to always offer the best possible ser-
vice by continually optimising our processes, 
and to ensure sustainability and compliance 
throughout the entire supply chain. Certifica-
tions awarded by TÜV-Rheinland, a German 
technical service organisation for compliance 
with ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 confirm 
that both our quality and our environmental 
management system fulfil the requirements of 
international norms.

We require
the highest quality standards.

Simply more
in stock.

KÜBLER WEATHER 34
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65 % polyester, 35 % cotton, approx. 295 g/m²

KÜBLER INNOVATIQ
Strong performance.

I # r c )

Available sizes:
40-66, 90-118, 25-31

Available colours:
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(9755) anthracite | medium red
(9799) anthracite | black
(9997) black | anthracite

Ergonomic contouring for greater freedom of movement | 2 side 
pockets | Right hand side: Hip pockets with flap and velcro fastener |
Right hand side: Ergonomically positioned multi-function pocket 
with loose ruler pouch, smartphone pocket, pen pocket and closable 
additional pocket | Left hand side: Loose thigh pocket with flap and 
velcro fastener | CORDURA® reinforcement on the ruler pouch, thigh 
pocket and knee protection pocket | Waistband with lateral room for 
movement | Zip fly | Pre-shaped knees with space to move | Knee pro-
tector pockets that can be filled from below | Load points reinforced 
with bartack

TROUSERS 2230 5370-(+colour)

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, 
type 2, performance level 1 in conjunction with kneepads 
Art. 8108 9119-45.

Available sizes:
D34-D54

Available colours:
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(9755) anthracite | medium red
(9799) anthracite | black
(9997) black | anthracite

Ergonomic contouring for greater freedom of movement | 2 side pockets | Right hand side: Hip pockets with flap and velcro fastener | Right 
hand side: Ergonomically positioned multi-function pocket with loose ruler pouch, smartphone pocket, pen pocket and closable additional 
pocket | Left hand side: Loose thigh pocket with flap and velcro fastener | CORDURA® reinforcement on the ruler pouch, thigh pocket and 
knee protection pocket | Elasticated waistband | Zip fly | Pre-shaped knees with space to move | Knee protector pockets that can be filled 
from below | Load points reinforced with bartack

LADIE'S TROUSERS 2530 5370-(+colour)

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, 
type 2, performance level 1 in conjunction with kneepads 
Art. 8108 9119-45.

Fabric composition: Recommended care:

KÜBLER INNOVATIQ is a real all-rounder allowing you to always be perfectly 
equipped. The easy care fabric is very comfortable and suitable for industrial laun-
dering. This makes the workwear extremely hard-wearing - the ideal foundation 
for reaching your full potential every day and doing your finest work.

Just the right workwear for a real top performer.

JUST SCAN 
TO WATCH

The elasticated 

waistband ensures 

the perfect fit.
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Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available sizes:
44-66

Available colours:
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(9755) anthracite | medium red
(9799) anthracite | black
(9997) black | anthracite

Available colours:
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(9755) anthracite | medium red
(9799) anthracite | black
(9997) black | anthracite

2 chest pockets with zip | 2 side pockets with press stud | 2 inside pockets | Right hand side: Inside smartphone pocket | Left hand side: 
Arm pocket with integrated pen pocket | Visible front zip fastener with combined beard and chin protection | Stand-up/turn down collar |
Ergonomically tailored sleeves with additional room for movement for more freedom | Width-adjustable cuffs with velcro | Reinforced 
collar | Load points reinforced with bartack

Ergonomic contouring for greater freedom of movement | 2 side po-
ckets | Right hand side: Hip pockets with flap and velcro fastener |
 Right hand side: Ergonomically positioned multi-function po-
cket with loose ruler pouch, smartphone pocket, pen pocket and 
closable additional pocket | Left hand side: Loose thigh pocket with 
flap and velcro fastener | CORDURA® reinforcement on the ruler 
pouch, thigh pocket | Elasticated waistband | Zip fly | Load points 
reinforced with bartack

JACKET 1230 5370-(+colour)

SHORTS 2430 5370-(+colour)

Available sizes:
40-66, 90-118, 25-31

Available colours:
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(9755) anthracite | medium red
(9799) anthracite | black
(9997) black | anthracite

Ergonomic contouring for greater freedom of movement | 2 side 
pockets | Right hand side: Hip pocket with flap and velcro fastener |
Right hand side: Ergonomically positioned multi-function pocket 
with loose ruler pouch, smartphone pocket, pen pocket and closable 
additional pocket | Left hand side: Loose thigh pocket with flap and 
velcro fastener | Bib pocket with velcro flaps, incorporated side 
pockets | CORDURA® reinforcement on bib panel, ruler pouch, thigh 
pocket and knee protection pocket | Elastic straps with shock and 
heat resistant folding clasps | High, ergonomic waistband to protect 
the kidneys | Waistband with lateral room for movement | Zip fly | 
Pre-shaped knees with space to move | Knee protector pockets that 
can be filled from below | Load points reinforced with bartack

DUNGAREES 3230 5370-(+colour)

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, 
type 2, performance level 1 in conjunction with kneepads 
Art. 8108 9119-45.
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KÜBLER ACTIVIQ
Fits well. Works well.
KÜBLER ACTIVIQ is designed for people who are actively involved in their jobs 
every day and relentless pursue their goals, regardless of whether they are crafts-
men, industrial workers or simply in their leisure time. The material and fit are 
designed for the utmost flexibility. You will certainly cut a fine figure every time 
with KÜBLER ACTIVIQ. This is ensured by clever details such as versatile pockets 
and the modern colour combinations the line is available in.

O # r c *

Fabric composition: Recommended care:
65 % polyester, 35 % cotton, approx. 270 gm²

Available sizes:
40 – 66
Women: 34-54

Ergonomic line for increased freedom of movement | 2 side pockets | 2 hip pockets, on the 
right with flap and snap fastener | On the right: ergonomically positioned pocket rule pouch 
on side seam | On the left: Thigh pocket with flap and snap fastener, sewn-on pen pocket, 
integrated smartphone pocket | Band with elastic drawcord | Fly with zipper | Load points 
reinforced with bartack

Available sizes:
40–66, 90–118, 25–31

Available colours:
(1097) white | anthracite
(2599) sand brown | black
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(4897) dark blue | anthracite
(5599) medium red | black
(6599) moss green | black
(6699) olive | black
[97]  anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(99)  black
(9997) black | anthracite

DUNGAREES 3250 5365-(+colour)

Ergonomic line for increased freedom of movement | 2 side pockets | 2 hip pockets, on the 
right with flap and snap fastener | On the right: ergonomically positioned pocket rule pouch 
on side seam | On the left: Thigh pocket with flap and snap fastener, sewn-on pen pocket, 
integrated smartphone pocket | Strap pocket with flap and snap fastener, sewn-on pen po-
cket | Elastic straps with impact and heat-resistant plastic plug-style closure | Ergonomic, 
high waistband to protect the kidneys | Stretch insert in band | Fly with zipper | Preformed 
knee with movement zone | Knee protection pockets to be filled from below | Load points 
reinforced with bartack

SHORTS 2450 5365-(+colour)

DAMENSHORTS 2650 5365-99

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, type 2, performance level 1 
in conjunction with kneepads Art. 8108 9119-45.

Available colours:
(1097) white | anthracite
(2599) sand brown | black
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(4897) dark blue | anthracite
(5599) medium red | black
(6599) moss green | black
(6699) olive | black
[97]  anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(99)  black
(9997) black | anthracite

JUST SCAN 
TO WATCH

NEW

women version 

also availabe in 

black.
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Available sizes:
40-66, 90-118, 25-31
Women: 34-54

Available sizes:
40-66, 90-118, 25-31

Ergonomic line for increased freedom of movement | 2 side pockets | 
2 hip pockets, on the right with flap and snap fastener | On the right: 
ergonomically positioned pocket rule pouch on side seam | On the 
left: Thigh pocket with flap and snap fastener, sewn-on pen pocket, 
integrated smartphone pocket | Elastic band insert | Fly with zipper |
Preformed knee with movement zone | Load points reinforced with 
bartack

TROUSERS 2250 5365-(+colour)

LADIE'S TROUSERS 2550 5365-(+colour) TROUSERS HIGH 2350 5365-(+colour)

Ergonomic line for increased freedom of movement | 2 side pockets | 2 hip pockets, on the right with 
flap and snap fastener | On the right: ergonomically positioned pocket rule pouch on side seam | On the 
left: Thigh pocket with flap and snap fastener, sewn-on pen pocket, integrated smartphone pocket |
Elastic band insert | Fly with zipper | Preformed knee with movement zone | Knee protection pockets to 
be filled from below | Load points reinforced with bartack

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, type 2, 
performance level 1 in conjunction with kneepads Art. 8108 9119-45.

JACKET 1250 5365-(+colour)

2 Napoleon pockets with zipper | 2 side pockets with snap fastener |
On the left: inner pocket with Velcro | On the left: arm pocket with 
integrated pen pocket | Covered front zipper with cover, snap 
fastener and beard and chin protection | Stand-up / turn-down 
collar | Ergonomically shaped sleeves with extra movement zones 
for increased freedom of movement | Sleeve cuff with Velcro for 
width adjustment | Load points reinforced with bartack | 

Available sizes:
XS - 4XL

Available colours:
(1097) white | anthracite
(2599) sand brown | black
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(4897) dark blue | anthracite
(5599) medium red | black
(6599) moss green | black
(6699) olive | black
[97)  anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(99)  black
(9952) black | pink
  (only stlye 2550)
(9997) black | anthracite

Available colours:
(1097) white | anthracite
(2599) sand brown | black
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(4897) dark blue | anthracite
(5599) medium red | black
(6599) moss green | black
(6699) olive | black
[97]  anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(99)  black
(9997) black | anthracite

Available colours:
(1097) white | anthracite
(2599) sand brown | black
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(4897) dark blue | anthracite
(5599) medium red | black
(6599) moss green | black
(6699) olive | black
[97]  anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(99)  black
(9997) black | anthracite

NEW for women:

black | pink
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PULSSCHLAG
Concentrated innovative power.
If you work hard, you deserve the best workwear. We developed PULSSCHLAG in 
line with this principle – our physical processes are specifically supported and the 
enjoyment factor is increased by numerous clever features. Experience a special 
type of workwear.

Fabric 5353: 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton, approx. 260 gm²
Fabric 5346: 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton, approx. 245 g/m²
Fabric 3314: 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester, approx. 260 g/m²

Fabric 3314 und 5353:   Fabric 5346:

JACKET 1324 5353-(+colour)

DUNGAREES 3324 5353-(+colour)

2 Napoleon pockets with zipper | 2 side pockets with snap fastener | On the left: inner pocket 
with Velcro | On the left: arm pocket with integrated pen pocket | Covered front zipper with 
cover, snap fastener and beard and chin protection | Stand-up / turn-down collar | Ergono-
mically shaped sleeves with extra movement zones for increased freedom of movement | 
Sleeve cuff with Velcro for width adjustment | Load points reinforced with bartack

Available sizes:
40-66, 90-118, 25-31

Available colours:
(1097) white | anthracite

1324 3314-(+colour)
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(4897) dark blue | anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(9946) black | cornfl.blue
(9955) black | medium red
(9997) black | anthracite

2 Napoleon pockets with zipper | 2 side pockets with snap fastener | On the left: inner pocket with Velcro | On the left: arm pocket with inte-
grated pen pocket | Covered front zipper with cover, snap fastener and beard and chin protection | Stand-up / turn-down collar | Ergonomi-
cally shaped sleeves with extra movement zones for increased freedom of movement | Sleeve cuff with Velcro for width adjustment | Load 
points reinforced with bartack

Available sizes:
40-66, 90-118, 25-31

Available colours:
(1097) white | anthracite

3324 3314-(+colour)
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(4897) dark blue | anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(9946) black | cornfl.blue
(9955) black | medium red
(9997) black | anthracite

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, type 2, performance level 1 
in conjunction with kneepads Art. 8108 9119-45.

Fabric composition: Recommended care:

I # r c )  I # x c )
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Available colours:
(1097) white | anthracite

2124 3314-(+colour)
2324 3314-(+colour)

(2899) brown | black
2324 5346-(+colour)
[only style 2324]

(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(4897) dark blue | anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(9946) black | cornfl.blue
(9955) black | medium red
(9997) black | anthracite

Ergonomic line for increased freedom of movement | 2 side pockets with quick-reach-function | 2 hip pockets with CORDURA® reinforce-
ment on the right with flap and Velcro | On the right: loose, double pocket rule pouch with CORDURA® reinforcement and extra zipper 
pocket, best suited for smartphones | Elastic band insert | Fly with zipper | Preformed knee with movement zone | Knee protection pocket to 
be filled from above with flap and Velcro | Load points reinforced with bartack

TROUSERS HIGH 2324 5353-(+colour)

LADIE'S TROUSERS 2124 5353-(+colour)

TROUSERS 2424 5353-(+colour)

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, type 2, performance level 1 
in conjunction with kneepads Art. 8108 9119-45.

Ergonomic line for increased freedom of movement | 2 side pockets 
with quick-reach-function | 2 hip pockets with CORDURA® rein-
forcement on the right with flap and Velcro | On the right: loose, 
double pocket rule pouch with CORDURA® reinforcement and extra 
zipper pocket, best suited for smartphones | On the left: Thigh 
pocket with CORDURA® reinforcement, with flap and Velcro, extra 
zipper pocket, best suited for smartphones | Fly with zipper
Load points reinforced with bartack

Available sizes:
40 – 66

Available colours:
(1097) white | anthracite

2524 3314-(+colour)
(2899) brown | black

2524 5346-(+colour)
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(4897) dark blue | anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(9946) black | cornfl.blue
(9955) black | medium red
(9997) black | anthracite

SHORTS 2524 5353-(+colour)

Ergonomic line for more freedom of movement | 2 side pockets with quick-reach-function | 2 hip pockets with CORDURA® reinforcement on 
the right with flap and Velcro | On the right: loose, double pocket rule pouch with CORDURA® reinforcement and extra zipper pocket, best 
suited for smartphones | Fly with zipper | Preformed knee with movement zone | Load points reinforced with bartack

Available sizes:
40-66, 90-118, 25-31

Available colours:
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(4897) dark blue | anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(9946) black | cornfl.blue
(9955) black | medium red
(9997) black | anthracite

Available sizes:
40-66, 90-118, 25-31
Women: 34-54
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I # r c )KÜBLER VITA cotton+
Fabric 3421: 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester, approx. 305 g/m²
KÜBLER VITA mix
Fabric 5365: 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton, approx. 270 g/m²

KÜBLER VITA
Powerful in action and easy to care.

2 breast pockets with flap and hook-and-loop closure, left pocket can be customised | Smartphone pocket on right with flap and hook-and-
loop closure | 1 right pen pocket | 2 integrated side pockets | 1 inside pocket | Concealed plastic zip | Storm flap with press studs | Stand-up 
collar with 2 press studs | Ergonomic sleeve seams | Adjustable cuffs with press studs | New shoulder yoke look | Pleats in back for extra 
comfort | Back extension | Neck label | Load points reinforced with bartack

JACKET

KÜBLER VITA mix 1L45 5365-(+colour)

KÜBLER VITA cotton+ 1L45 3421-(+colour) 

2 breast pockets with flap and hook-and-loop closure, on the left in customi-
zation-friendly finish | Right side: pen pocket and mobile phone pocket with 
velcto | On the left: 3 pen compartments | 2 sewn-on side pockets | Ergono-
mically shaped sleeve cuffs | Cover with snap fasteners | Action back pleats | 
Sewed-on belt | Side vents | Leasing neck label | Load points reinforced with 
bartack

COAT 1L46 5365-(+colour)

KÜBLER VITA enables you to uniformly outfit different working environments 
thanks to various types of material. The high percentage of cotton in KÜBLER VITA 
cotton+ combines good utilisation properties with a high level of comfort. The 
admixture of polyester ensures a high level of stability and good shape retention. 
KÜBLER VITA mix is characterised by its good grip and high levels of breathability. 
The cotton in the mix quickly absorbs moisture whilst the synthetic fibres allow it 
to quickly escape.. 

Available sizes:
XS - 4XL

Available sizes:
XS - 4XL

Available colours:
(4648) cornfl.blue | dark blue
(4695) cornfl.blue | medium grey
(4846) dark blue | cornfl.blue
(6597) moss green | anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(9955) black | medium red

Available colours:
(1095) white | medium grey
(2597) sand brown | anthracite
(4648) cornfl.blue | dark blue
(4695) cornfl.blue | medium grey
(4846) dark blue | cornfl.blue
(5599) medium red | black
(9799) anthracite | black

Available sizes:
XS - 4XL

Available colours:
(4695) cornfl.blue | medium grey
(4846) dark blue | cornfl.blue
(9799) anthracite | black

Fabric composition: Recommended care:

KÜBLER VITA mix 

EN ISO 

15797
certified
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2 integrated side pockets | 1 double yardstick pocket on the right | 1 right back pocket with flap and hook-and-loop closure | 1 left thigh po-
cket with flap and hook-and-loop closure | Smartphone pocket at the left waistband with flap and hook-and-loop closure | Ergonomic lines 
for greater freedom of movement | Pre-shaped knees in a new look | Knee pad pockets | Zipped fly | Elasticated waistband with button |
Load points reinforced with bartack

2 integrated side pockets | 1 double yardstick pocket on the right | 1 right back pocket with flap 
and hook-and-loop closure | 1 left thigh pocket with flap and hook-and-loop closure | Smartphone 
pocket at the left waistband with flap and hook-and-loop closure | Ergonomic lines for greater 
freedom of movement | Pre-shaped knees in a new look | Knee pad pockets | Zipped fly | Elastica-
ted waistband with button | Load points reinforced with bartack

TROUSERS

SHORTS 2L44 5365-(+colour)

KÜBLER VITA mix 2L46 5365-(+colour)

KÜBLER VITA cotton+ 2L46 3421-(+colour) 

Available sizes:
40-66, 90-114, 24-29

Available sizes:
40-66

Available colours:
(4648) cornfl.blue | dark blue
(4695) cornfl.blue | medium grey
(4846) dark blue | cornfl.blue
(6597) moss green | anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(9955) black | medium red

Available colours:
(1095) white | medium grey
(2597) sand brown | anthracite
(4648) cornfl.blue | dark blue
(4695) cornfl.blue | medium grey
(4846) dark blue | cornfl.blue
(5599) medium red | black
(9799) anthracite | black

Available colours:
(4695) cornfl.blue | medium 
grey
(9799) anthracite | black

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, type 2, performance level 1 
in conjunction with kneepads Art. 8108 9119-45.

Available sizes:
40-66, 90-114, 24-29

2 integrated side pockets | 1 back pocket with flap and hook-and-loop closure | 1 double yardstick pocket on the right | 1 pocket on left thigh 
with flap and hook-and-loop closure | Smartphone pocket with flap and hook-and-loop closure at the left back waistband | 1 bib pocket with 
pen pocket, flap and hook-and-loop closure | Double bib with zipped pocket | Ergonomic lines for greater freedom of movement | Pre-sha-
ped knees in a new look | Knee pad pockets | Elastic braces with impact-absorbing, heat-resistant plastic clasps | Ergonomic high-rise 
kidney protection | Stretchy waistband section | Zipped fly | Load points reinforced with bartack

2 breast pockets with flap and hook-and-loop closure, on the left in customization-friendly finish | Right side: Smartphone pocket with flap 
and Velcro, pen pocket | 2 incorporated side pockets | Inside pocket | Concealed plastic zipper | Cover with snap fasteners | Stand-up collar 
with 2 snap fasteners | Longer back | Leasing neck label | Load points reinforced with bartack 

DUNGAREES

VEST 7L48 5365-(+colour)

KÜBLER VITA mix 3L47 5365-(+colour)

KÜBLER VITA cotton+ 3L47 3421-(+colour) 

Available sizes:
40-66, 90-114, 24-29

Available sizes:
XS - 4XL

Available colours:
(4648) cornfl.blue | dark blue
(4695) cornfl.blue | medium grey
(4846) dark blue | cornfl.blue
(6597) moss green | anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(9955) black | medium red

Available colours:
(1095) white | medium grey
(2597) sand brown | anthracite
(4648) cornfl.blue | dark blue
(4695) cornfl.blue | medium grey
(4846) dark blue | cornfl.blue
(5599) medium red | black
(9799) anthracite | black

Available colours:
(4695) cornfl.blue | medium grey
(4846) dark blue | cornfl.blue
(9799) anthracite | black

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, type 2, performance level 1 
in conjunction with kneepads Art. 8108 9119-45.

Available sizes:
40-66, 90-114, 24-29

KÜBLER VITA mix 

KÜBLER VITA mix 

Also fits 

women.

Thanks to the 

elastic in the 

waistband. Also fits women.

Thanks to a lateral 

stretch insert.
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F # x e -

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available colours:
(2599) sand brown | black
(6699) olive | black
(9799) anthracite | black

ULTRASHELL JACKET  1351 5227-(+colour)

2 integrated side pockets with zipper | 2 breast pockets right: with 
zipper diagonal left: zipper horizontal | 1 small inside pocket | Scratch 
protection: all zipper pockets with elastic garages | Visible, dirt-re-
pellent front zip with chin guard and wind protection | Attractive 
stand-up/turn-down collar with comfortable stretch insert at the 
back | Ergonomic sleeve design with extra movement zones for gre-
ater freedom of movement | Adjustable sleeves with hook-and-loop 
closure | CORDURA® reinforcement at elbows | Load points rein-
forced with bartack | Napoleon pocket and pen pocket on left | pocket 
inside with CORDURA® reinforcement | inside pockets with velcro fas-
tening | 2 chest pockets with zipper | inside pockets: 100% poyester | 
outer fabric: 3-layer laminate, water repellent, windproof |
Ergonomic sliding clip of zip

100 % polyester, approx. 180 g/m²

KÜBLER PRACTIQ is the premium solution for all professional craftsmen thanks 
to numerous practical features. One thing counts above all in practice: That you 
can rely on your equipment 100%. The extremely robust material lives up to its 
promises even during the most strenuous activities. It also has a modern look 
which you will gladly go to work in. Discover your professional side every day anew.

O # r c *
Fabric composition: Recommended care:
55 % cotton, 45 % polyamide, approx. 260 gm²

KÜBLER PRACTIQ
Professional workwear for professional craftsmen.
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Ergonomic lines for greater freedom of movement | 2 integrated side pockets with top 
access with CORDURA® reinforcement | 2 trousers with two cross pockets and extra 
integrated Cordura® tool and nail pockets. | 2 back pockets, pocket inside with CORDU-
RA® reinforcement, right CORDURA® flap with hook-and-loop closure | 1 loose double 
yardstick pocket on right, inside is completely CORDURA® reinforcement, additional su-
perimposed multifunctional pocket, integrated hammer loop, and extra zipped pockets 
with CORDURA® reinforcement | 1 double thigh pocket with flap and hook-and-loop clo-
sure on left with CORDURA® reinforcement, elastic pocket mouth, extra zipped pocket, 
attached smartphone pocket made from CORDURA® | Zipped fly | Scratch protection: 
all zipper pockets with elastic garages | Ergonomic sliding clip of zip | Extremely robust 
broad belt loops made of CORDURA® | Load points reinforced with bartack

Available sizes:
40-66

Available colours:
(2599) sand brown | black
(6699) olive | black
(9799) anthracite | black
[99]  black

Ergonomic lines for greater freedom of movement | 2 integrated side pockets with top access with CORDURA® reinforcement | 2 cross pockets 
and extra integrated Cordura® tool and nail pockets. | 2 back pockets, pocket inside with CORDURA® reinforcement, right CORDURA® flap with 
hook-and-loop closure | 1 loose double yardstick pocket on right, inside is completely CORDURA® reinforcement, additional superimposed 
multifunctional pocket, integrated hammer loop and extra zipped pockets with CORDURA® reinforcement | 1 double thigh pocket with flap and 
hook-and-loop closure on left with CORDURA® reinforcement, elastic pocket mouth, extra zipped pocket, attached smartphone pocket made 
from CORDURA® | Elasticated waistband section | Elasticated crotch and popliteal section- for optimal movement | Pre-shaped knees with 
movement zone | Inner leg - with knee and hem reinforcement | Knee protectors: fillable from below | Zipped fly | Scratch protection: all zipper 
pockets with elastic garages | Ergonomic sliding clip of zip | Extremely robust broad belt loops made of CORDURA® | Load points reinforced 
with bartack

Available sizes:
40–66, 90–118, 25–31

Available colours:
(2599)  sand brown | black
(6699)  olive | black
(9799)  anthracite | black
(99) black

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, type 2, performance level 1 
in conjunction with kneepads Art. 8108 9119-45.

TROUSERS  2351 9314-(+colour)SHORTS  2451 9314-(+colour)
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You have to stand out to be seen - this applies to everyone who must be visible for 
their job. KÜBLER REFLECTIQ won't leave you in the dark. Materials and colours 
perfectly in tune, close-fitting, ergonomically tailored cuts, practical features and 
hard-wearing fabric ensure optimal functionality.

Fabric composition:

Fabric 8340: 50 % cotton, 50% polyester, approx. 270 g/m²
Fabric 8341: 85 % polyester, 15 % cotton, approx. 270 g/m²
Fabric 8343: 60 % cotton, 40 % polyester, approx. 230 g/m²
Fabric 8335: 85 % polyester, 15 % cotton, approx. 230 g/m²

2 chest pockets with flaps, velcro fastener and pen holder | 2 
incorporated side pockets with concealed press studs | 2 inside 
pockets | Right hand side: Inner pocket for smartphone | Front zip 
fastener with combined high chin guard, as well as a wind flap | 
Stand-up/turn down collar with comfortable stretch fabric insert 
in the neck | Ergonomically tailored sleeves with additional room 
for movement for more freedom | Shoulders with stretch fabric 
insert | Cuffs with width-adjustable flap | Sleeves with inner 
knitted cuffs | Left hand side: Upper arm pocket with flap and 
velcro fastener, pen holder in the flap | Longer back | Load points 
reinforced with bartack | Ergonomic, non-slip zip

Ergonomic contouring for greater freedom of movement | 2 quick-reach side pockets | 2 hip pockets reinforced with CORDURA®, right hand 
pocket has flap and velcro fastener | Right hand side: loose, double ruler pouch, reinforced with CORDURA®, with volume folds and additio-
nal zip pocket, ideal for smartphones | Left hand side: Thigh pocket reinforced with CORDURA®, with volume folds, flap and velcro fastener, 
additional zip pocket, ideal for smartphones. | Elasticated waistband | Zip fly | Sturdy belt loops made from CORDURA® | Pre-shaped knees 
with space to move | Water-repellent knee protector pockets that can be filled from above with flap and zip | Load points reinforced with 
bartack

Available sizes:
44-64, 90-114, 24-30

Available sizes:
44-64, 90-114, 24-30

Available colours:
(3497)  high vis yellow | anthracite
(3746)  high vis orange | cornfl.blue
(3765)  high vis orange | moss green
(3797)  high vis orange | anthracite
(5499) high vis red | black

1207 8341-(+colour)

Available colours:
(3497)  high vis yellow | anthracite
(3746)  high vis orange | cornfl.blue
(3765)  high vis orange | moss green
(3797)  high vis orange | anthracite
(5499) high vis red | black

2207 8341-(+colour)

JACKET 1207 8340 -(+colour)

TROUSERS 2207 8340 -(+colour)

 EN ISO 20471:2013, class 2 

 EN ISO 20471:2013, class 2 

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, type 2, 
performance level 1 in conjunction with kneepads Art. 8108 9119-45.

KÜBLER REFLECTIQ
Strikingly visible. Strikingly different.

Recommended care:

O # r b -

JUST SCAN 
TO WATCH
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Ergonomic contouring for greater freedom of movement | 2 quick-reach side pockets |
2 hip pockets reinforced with CORDURA®, right hand pocket has flap and velcro 
fastener | Right hand side: Loose, double ruler pouch, reinforced with CORDURA®, 
with volume folds and additional zip pocket, ideal for smartphones | Left hand side: 
Thigh pocket reinforced with CORDURA®, with volume folds, flap and velcro fastener, 
additional zip pocket, ideal for smartphones. | Elasticated waistband | Zip fly | Sturdy 
belt loops made from CORDURA® | Pre-shaped knees with space to move | Water-re-
pellent knee protector pockets that can be filled from above with flap and zip |
Ventilation provided at the hollow of the knee and the crotch for optimal temperature 
balance | Load points reinforced with bartack | Right hand side: Loops for carabiners 
on belt loops

Ergonomic contouring for greater freedom of movement | 2 quick-reach side pockets |
2 hip pockets reinforced with CORDURA®, right hand pocket has flap and velcro fas-
tener | Right hand side: Incorporated ruler pouch | Left hand side: Incorporated thigh 
pocket with flap and velcro fastener | Zip fly | Sturdy belt loops made from CORDURA® 
Load points reinforced with bartackt

Ergonomic contouring for greater freedom of movement | 2 quick-reach side pockets | 2 hip pockets 
reinforced with CORDURA®, right hand pocket has flap and velcro fastener | Right hand side: loose, 
double ruler pouch, reinforced with CORDURA®, with volume folds and additional zip pocket, ideal for 
smartphones | Left hand side: Thigh pocket reinforced with CORDURA®, with volume folds, flap and 
velcro fastener, additional zip pocket, ideal for smartphones. | Bib pocket reinforced with CORDURA®, 
with flap and velcro fastener and additional zip pocket | Elastic straps with shock and heat resistant 
plastic buckles | High, ergonomic waistband to protect the kidneys | Stretch waistband | Zip fly | 
Pre-shaped knees with space to move | Water-repellent knee protector pockets that can be filled from 
above with flap and zip | Load points reinforced with bartack

Right hand side: Napoleon pocket with zip | 2 side pockets with zip |
Right hand side: Inner pocket for smartphone | Front zip fastener 
with combined high chin guard, as well as a wind flap | Stand-up/
turn down collar with comfortable stretch fabric insert in the neck | 
Ergonomically tailored sleeves with additional room for movement for 
more freedom | Cuffs with width-adjustable flap | Sleeves with inner 
knitted cuffs | Ergonomic, non-slip zip | Adjustable jacket seam using 
rubber cord | Longer back

Available sizes:
44-64, 90-114, 24-30

Available sizes:
44-64

Available sizes:
44-64, 90-114, 24-30

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available colours:
(3497)  high vis yellow | anthracite
(3746)  high vis orange | cornfl.blue
(3765)  high vis orange | moss green
(3797)  high vis orange | anthracite
(5499) high vis red | black

2407 8335-(+colour)

Available colours:
(3497)  high vis yellow | anthracite
(3746)  high vis orange | cornfl.blue
(3765)  high vis orange | moss green
(3797)  high vis orange | anthracite
(5499) high vis red | black

2307 8341-(+colour)

Available colours:
(3497) high vis yellow | anthracite
(3746) high vis orange | cornfl.blue
(3765) high vis orange | moss green
(3797) high vis orange | anthracite
(5499) high vis red | black

3207 8341-(+colour)

Available colours:
(3497) high vis yellow | anthracite
(3746) high vis orange | cornfl.blue
(3765) high vis orange | moss green
(3797) high vis orange | anthracite
(5499) high vis red | black

SUMMER TROUSERS 2407 8343 -(+colour)

SHORTS 2307 8340 -(+colour)

DUNGAREES 3207 8340 -(+colour)

SOFTSHELL JACKET 1507 8427 -(+colour)

 EN ISO 20471:2013, class 2 

 EN ISO 20471:2013, class 1 

 EN ISO 20471:2013, class 2 

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, type 2, 
performance level 1 in conjunction with kneepads Art. 8108 9119-45.

KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS MADE FROM CORDURA® 
certified in accordance with EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010, type 2, 
performance level 1 in conjunction with kneepads Art. 8108 9119-45.

100 % polyester, approx. 310 g/m²

 EN ISO 20471:2013, class 2 
 
 EN 14058:2004, class 1

L # x e -

With ventilation 

inserts.

Ideal for warmer 

days.
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Right hand side: Napoleon pocket with zip | 2 side pockets with zip 
| Right hand side: Inner pocket for smartphone | Front zip fastener 
with combined high chin guard, as well as a wind flap | Stand-up/turn 
down collar | Ergonomically tailored sleeves with additional room 
for movement for more freedom | Sleeves with inner knitted cuffs | 
Adjustable jacket seam using rubber cord | Longer back | Load points 
reinforced with bartack | Ergonomic, non-slip zip

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available colours:
(34) high vis yellow
(37) high vis orange
(54) high vis red

FLEECE JACKET 1407 8339 -(+colour)

100 % polyester, approx. 270 g/m²

 EN ISO 20471:2013, class 2 

 EN 14058:2004, class 1

Right hand side: Napoleon pocket with concealed zip | 2 side pockets with concealed zip | Left hand side: Inside chest pocket with zip, suitable 
for up to 7" tablet | Right hand side: Inner smartphone pocket and large inner pocket | Front zip fastener with combined high chin guard, as well 
as a wind flap | Stand-up/turn down collar with comfortable stretch fabric insert in the neck | Load points reinforced with bartack | Adjustable 
jacket seam using rubber cord | Longer back | Ergonomic, non-slip zip

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available colours:
(3497) high vis yellow | anthracite
(3746) high vis orange | cornfl.blue
(3765) high vis orange | moss green
(3797) high vis orange | anthracite
(5499) high vis red | black

7207 8341-(+colour)

VEST 7207 8340 -(+colour)

50 % cotton, 50 % polyester, approx. 270 g/m2 |
Lining: 100 % polyester quilter lining

         EN ISO 20471:2013, class 1

          EN 14058:2004, class 1

M # x e -

M # x b -

2 extra-wide chest pockets with flap and velcro fastener | 2 side 
pockets with concealed zip | 2 additional side pockets with flap and 
velcro fastener | 2 way front zip fastener with combined high chin 
guard and double wind flap | Stand-up/turn down collar, inside collar 
made from soft, comfortable material | Removable storm hood with 
visor, field of view and width-adjustable | Ergonomically tailored 
sleeves with additional room for movement for more freedom | Cuffs 
with width-adjustable flap | Sleeves with inner knitted cuffs |
Left hand side: Upper arm pocket with flap and velcro fastener, pen 
holder in the flap | EasyBrand function due to lining opening | Left: 
Inside chest pocket with zip, suitable for up to 7" tablet | Right: Inner 
pocket for smartphone | Adjustable jacket seam using rubber cord | 
Longer back | Load points reinforced with bartack | Z liner cons-
truction with sealed seams | Inner lining: 100% Polyester, 2 zone 
technology to regulate moisture | Ergonomic, non-slip zip | Moisture 
barrier on sleeves and seams

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available colours:
(3497) high vis yellow | anthracite
(3746) high vis orange | cornfl.blue
(3765) high vis orange | moss green
(3797) high vis orange | anthracite
(5499) high vis red | black

WETTER JACKET 1307 8332 -(+colour)

80 % polyester, 20 % cotton, approx. 220 g/m² |
Lining: 100 % polyester

 EN 343:2003 + A1:2007 + AC:2009, class 3/3

 EN ISO 20471:2013, class 3 

Worn alone, the 

jacket meets the 

requirements of pro-

tective class 3.
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POLO 5042 8227-(+colour)

Short-sleeved | 3 button placket | Segmented reflective stripes positioned according to the body language concept for optimal visibility | 
Cotton inner for comfortable wear and polyester outer for durability | UV protection factor 40+ as per EN 13758 to protect against strong 
solar radiation

T-SHIRT 5043 8227-(+colour)

Short-sleeved | Crew neck | Segmented reflective stripes positioned according to the body language concept for optimal visibility | Cotton 
inner for comfortable wear and polyester outer for durability | UV protection factor 40+ as per EN 13758 to protect against strong solar 
radiation

G # x e - G # x e -

G # x e -

G # x e -

50 % cotton, 50 % polyester, approx. 180 g/m²

 EN ISO 20471:2013, class 2

 EN 13758-2:2003+A1:2006, 40+

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available colours:
(34) high vis yellow
(37) high vis orange
(54) high vis red

Available colours:
(34) high vis yellow
(37) high vis orange
(54) high vis red

Available colours:
(34) high vis yellow
(37) high vis orange
(54) high vis red

Available colours:
(34) high vis yellow
(37) high vis orange
(54) high vis red

50 % cotton, 50 % polyester, approx. 180 g/m²

 EN ISO 20471:2013, class 2

 EN 13758-2:2003+A1:2006, 40+

LONGSLEEVE 5045 8227-(+colour)

Long-sleeved | Crew neck | Segmented reflective stripes positioned according to the body language concept and on the arms for optimal 
visibility | Knitted cuffs at the sleeve ends | Cotton inner for comfortable wear and polyester outer for durability | UV protection factor 50+ as 
per EN 13758 to protect against strong solar radiation

50 % cotton, 50 % polyester, approx. 180 g/m² 

 EN ISO 20471:2013, class 3 (Gr. XS und S: class 2)
 
 EN 13758-2:2003+A1:2006, 40+ 

ZIP SWEATER 5046 8344-(+colour)

Long-sleeved | Stand-up collar with zip | Segmented reflective stripes positioned according to the body language concept and on the arms for 
optimal visibility | Knitted cuffs at the sleeve ends | Napped inner for warmth and comfort with high cotton content | UV protection factor 50+ 
as per EN 13758 to protect against strong solar radiation

65 % polyester, 35 % cotton, approx. 300 g/m²

  EN ISO 20471:2013, class 3

 EN 13758-2:2003+A1:2006, 50+

Nr. 5510

Nr. 5510

Nr. 5510

Nr. 5510
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There's more in there than you think. KÜBLER FOREST is perfectly geared to the 
needs of forest management and accompanies you day by day, tree by tree and 
step by step. The cut protection trousers provide the highest degree of safety when 
working with chainsaws. Nine layers of premium cut resistant fabric provide defen-
sive strength preventing cutting injuries.

You’re always on the safe side with KÜBLER FOREST.

KÜBLER FOREST
Always on the safe side.

CUT PROTECTION TROUSERS  2750 5365-(+colour)

Ergonomic contouring for greater freedom of movement | 2 side pockets with zips, pocket openings reinforced with CORDURA® | Right hand 
side: Hip pocket with zip, flap and snap fasteners | Right hand side: Ergonomically positioned loose ruler pouch made from CORDURA® 
with opening for a chainsaw key and addition reinforcement | Left hand side: Roomy thigh pocket with flap and snap fasteners | Elasticated 
waistband with kidney protection | Pre-shaped knees reinforced with CORDURA® | Inner leg seams reinforced with CORDURA® | Softshell 
and mesh ventilation inserts above the hollow of the knee for optimal temperature balance | Integrated mesh gaiter to protect against dirt 
and insects with fastenings to attach to shoes | 3 cord inserts on the waistband to attach to braces | Waistband with 2 snap fasteners and 
inner button to ensure trousers remain fastened | Zip fly | Ergonomic, non-slip zip | Load points reinforced with bartack | 9 layers of cut 
resistant fabric 

65 % polyester, 35 % cotton, approx. 270 g/m² (outer fabric)

Available sizes:
S – 3XL all in leg lengths 
78, 82, 89

Available colours:
(5634) red | high vis yellow
(6634) olive | high vis yellow

EN 381-5, class 1, design A

I # x b -

JUST SCAN 
TO WATCH
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ULTRASHELL JACKET 1750 5227-(+colour)

2 Napoleon pockets with zips | High closing collar | Mesh ventilation inserts under 
the chest area and on the back | Shoulder area reinforced with CORDURA® | Visible, 
robust front zip fastener with combined high chin guard and wind flap | Extended 
back | Ergonomically tailored sleeves with additional room for greater freedom of 
movement | Cuffs with width-adjustable flaps | Sleeves have inner cuffs made from 
mesh | Left hand side: Readily accessible inner hip pocket for emergency kit, labelled 
from the outside | Load points reinforced with bartack | Ergonomic, non-slip zip 

100 % polyester, approx. 180 g/m²

Available sizes:
S-3XL

Available colours:
(5634) red | high vis yellow
(6634) olive | high vis yellow

F # x e -
Available sizes:
One size

Available colours:
(3499) high vis yellow | black
(5699) red | black

BRACES 8750 9123-(+colour)

Y-shaped elasticated braces | Comfort straps | Individually adjustable length thanks to robust Velcro fasteners at the front and the back
Brace cross made from washable synthetic leather | Strap width 50 mm | Compatible with KÜBLER FOREST chainsaw trousers model 
2750

69 % polyester, 31 % latex L # x e -
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Adverse conditions such as cold, rain, wind and darkness demand maximum com-
mitment from not only you, but also your workwear.

KÜBLER WEATHER workwear is specially designed for use in these extreme con-
ditions. Regardless of whether they are made of windproof and waterproof material 
or provide optimal visibility and protection against the cold, all our product lines 
are particularly robust, breathable and enhanced with numerous functional details 
which ease your every challenge.

Look forward to your next stint outdoors with KÜBLER WEATHER workwear.

KÜBLER WEATHER
Perfect work environment in any weather.

KNITTED JACKET 1741 9511-(+colour)

FLEECE JACKET 1242 5369-(+colour)

Knit look in new material mix | 2 side pockets with twisted zipper | 
Visible, twisted front zipper with combined chin and wind protection |
Width adjustable jacket hem with elastic cord, secure adjustment in 
the pocket pouch | Longer back | On the left: 1 Napoleon pocket with 
twisted zipper | Width adjustable hood | Sleeve cuff with Velcro for 
width adjustment | Robust sleeve and shoulder patches in ripstop 
look | Jacket inside with comfortable and warm plush | Ergonomically 
shaped, non-slip zippers | Load points reinforced with bartack| Ergo-
nomically shaped sleeves with extra movement zone

100 % polyester, approx. 440 /m²

2 side pockets with dirt-repellent zipper | Visible, dirt-repellent front zipper with combined and reinforced chin and wind protection | Inside 
collar made of soft, comfortable fabric | Sleeve and jacket hemline with width-adjustable elasticated edging | Longer back | On the left: 
Napoleon pocket with zipper | Right side: inner pocket for smartphone | On the left: inner breast pocket with zipper, suited for tablets up to 
7" | Load points reinforced with bartack | Inner pockets 100% polyester | Fleece with minimum pilling | Warm pocket lining | Ergonomically 
shaped, non-slip zippers 

100 % polyester, approx. 245 g/m²

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available colours:
(9899) dark grey | black

Available colours:
(48) dark blue
(55) medium red
(66) olive
(99) black

F # x e -

F # x e -
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Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available colours:
(4897) dark blue | anthracite
(9799) anthracite | black
(9946) black | cornfl.blue
(9955) black | medium red
(9997) black | anthracite

Water-repellent front zipper with chin and wind protection | 2 side pockets with water-repellent zipper | Left side: inner breast pockets with 
zipper, suited for tablets up to 7" | Right side: inner pocket for smartphone | Jacket hem with elastic cord to adjust the width | Longer back | 
Inside collar made of fleece | Ergonomically shaped sleeves with extra movement zones for increased freedom of movement | Load points 
reinforced with bartack | EasyBrand function | Inner lining: 100% polyester

96 % polyester, 4 % Elastan, approx. 320 g/m²

SOFTSHELL JACKET 1241 7322-(+colour)

F # x e -

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available colours:
(6699) olive | black
(9799) anthracite | black
(9946) black | cornfl.blue
(9955) black | medium red
(9997) black | anthracite

Visible, water-repellent front zipper with chin and wind protection | 2 side pockets with water-repellent zipper | On the left: inner breast 
pocket with zipper, suited for tablets up to 7" | Right side: inner pocket for smartphone | Jacket hem with elastic cord to adjust the width | 
Longer back | Inside collar made of fleece | Ergonomically shaped sleeves with extra movement zones for increased freedom of movement |
Inside cuffs with thumb loop | EasyBrand function with simple lining opening | Removable storm hood with visor, width adjustment in face 
area and width | Warm lining in hood, body and shoulder area | Load points reinforced with bartack | Comfortable padding in sleeves and 
body area approx. 100 g/m² | Inner lining: 100% polyester | Stretch: cuffs 

96 % polyester, 4 % Elastan, approx. 320 g/m²

WINTER SOFTSHELL JACKET 1041 7322-(+colour)

F # x e -

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available colours:
(1097) white | anthracite
(2599) sand brown | black
(4699) cornfl.blue | black
(4897) dark blue | anthracite
(5599) medium red | black
(6599) moss green | black
(6699) olive | black
(9799) anthracite | black
(9997) black | anthracite

2 zipper side pockets | Open front zipper with additional chin and | wind protection | 2 breast pockets with concealed zipper | Arm pocket on 
the left with concealed zipper | Pen pockets on sleeve and breast pocket on the left | Width adjustable jacket hem due to knitted inserts |
Longer back | Inside collar made of soft, comfortable fabric | Hood can be stowed away in collar, width adjustment in | Face area | Knitted 
inner cuffs for optimum hold | Ergonomically shaped sleeve with extra | movement zone | EasyBrand function due to simple lining opening |
On the left: 1 closable inner breast pocket | Ergonomically shaped, non-slip zippers | Load points reinforced with bartack | Padded quilted 
lining: 100 polyester, approx. 160 g/m² 

100 % polyester, approx. 165 g/m²

WEATHER BLOUSON 1367 5229-(+colour)

F # x e -

Available sizes:
XS-4XL

Available colours:
(99) black

2 double / side pockets, lateral opening with zipper, opening from 
above closable with flap and zipper | Concealed front zipper with 
combined chin and wind protection | 2 Napoleon pockets with con-
cealed zipper | Jacket bottom with elastic cord to adjust the width | 
Longer back | Inside collar made of soft, comfortable fabric |
Inside cuffs | Ergonomically shaped sleeves with extra movement 
zones for increased freedom of movement | On the left: Inner breast 
pocket with zipper, suited for tablets up to 7" | Right side: Inner 
pocket for smartphone | Load points reinforced with bartack | Inner 
lining: 100% polyester, 3-zone technology for temperature and 
moisture regulation | Warm lining in hood, body and shoulder area 
and pockets | Padded lining: approx. 100 g/m² | Removable storm 
hood with visor, width adjustment in face area and width | Ergono-
mically shaped, non-slip zippers | Easy-Brand function thank to 
lining opening in the back

80 % polyester, 20 % cotton, approx. 345 g/m²

RAIN JACKET 1142 5422-(+colour)

L # x e -

180 g/m² 

ultrashell jacket 

also available!
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Available sizes:
S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL

These products are the perfect addition to our workwear. Our accessories are 
super practical and complete every outfit, regardless of whether they are worn 
under, over or with our workwear.

Discover comfortable functional underwear and socks, robust work gloves, vari-
ous belts and more useful accessories that are a must-have for every wardrobe.

ACCESSOIRES
Everything that belongs together.

FUNCTIONAL UNDERPANTS
8017 9213-(+colour)

No irritating seams | Material marking and care label | Perfect fit, 
thanks to high elasticity of the fabric | Optimum freedom of mo-
vement | Fast-drying | Moisture regulating | Protective zone in knee 
and crotch area | Muscle supporting zones in seat, thigh and calf 
area | Low weight | Insulating effect protects from cooling
Stabilizing effect delays muscle fatigue

70 % polypropylene, 22 % polyamide, 8 % elastane, approx. 155 g/m² 

FUNCTIONAL UNDERSHIRT
8016 9213-(+colour)

No irritating seams | Material marking and care label | Perfect 
fit, thanks to high elasticity of the fabric < Optimum freedom of 
movement | Fast-drying | Moisture regulating | Protective zone at 
elbow | Muscle supporting zone in shoulder, upper arm and breast 
area | Low weight | Insulating effect protects from cooling | Stabi-
lizing effect delays muscle fatigue

70 % polypropylene, 22 % polyamide, 8 % elastane, approx. 155 g/m² 

M # x e - M # x e -

WORK GLOVES 8001 9414-(+colour)

Neoprene upper hand material (extreme elasticity, high tear resistance) | Best wearing comfort and optimum tactility | Extra imitation le-
ather reinforcement of the load zones between thumb and index finger and palm | High mechanical strength | Wrist width adjustable
Ergonomic fit - adapted to the natural hand position | Protected pulse zone | I-touch function | Wiper function | Easy entry | Temperature-
regulating | Wind and water repellent

Upper hand: 93 % polyester, 7 % elastane | palm: 50 % polyamide, 
50 % polyurethane, approx. 330 g/m²

 Certified in accordance with EN 388:2003, stages 2121, prestidigitation 5

FUNCTIONAL SOCKS DOUBLE PACK 8015 9316-(+colour)

Thermo-regulating hightech material | Sock cuff adopts to the leg circumference, no slipping down, 
no lacing in | Padding in especially exposed areas such as toes and heel, protects against rubbing 
and blisters | Collar padding system protects and promotes air circulation | Moisture regulating 
footbed | Ergonomic toe and footbed on the left and on the right | 

36 % polyamide, 25 % whol, 22 % polyester, 16 % polypropylene, 
1 % elastane, approx. 300 g/m²

Available sizes:
S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL

Available colours:
(9997) black | anthracite

Available colours:
(9997) black | anthracite

Available sizes:
S(6), M(6,5), L(7), XL(8),
XXL(9), XXXL(10)

Available sizes:
40-43, 44-47

Available colours:
(9995) black | medium grey

Available colours:
(9997) black | anthracite

G # x e -

R # x e -



 INTERNATIONAL
SIZING CHART

Normal Men's Sizes
UNISEX XS XS S S M M L L XL XL 2XL 2XL 3XL 3XL
EU 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66
GB 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60
US 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66
F 28/29 29/30 30/30 32/31 33/31 34/32 36/33 38/33 40/34 42/34 44/35 46/35 48/35 50/35
I 24R 26R 28R 30R 32R 34R 36R 38R 40R 42R 44R 46R 48R 50R

Slim Men's Sizes
UNISEX S M M L L XL XL 2XL
EU 90 94 98 102 106 110 114 118
GB 38L 40L 42L 44L 46L 48L 50L 52L
US 90 94 98 102 106 110 114 118
F 31/33 32/34 34/34 36/35 38/36 39/36 40/37 42/37
I 30L 32L 34L 36L 38L 39L 40L 42L

Stocky Men's Sizes
UNISEX M L L XL XL 2XL 2XL 3XL 3XL 4XL
EU 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
GB 44C 46C 48C 50C 52C 54C 56C 58C 60C 62C
US 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
F 34S 36S 38S 40S 42S 44S 46S 47S 48S 50S
I 34/30 36/31 38/31 40/32 42/32 44/32 46/33 47/33 48/33 50/34

Stomach Men's Sizes
UNISEX L XL XL 2XL 2XL 3XL 3XL 4XL 4XL 5XL 5XL
EU 51 53 55 57 59 61 63 65 67 69 71
GB ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
US 34S 36S 38S 40S 42S 44S 46S 47S 48S 50S 52S
F 41/29 43/29 46/30 47/30 50/31 51/31 53/31 54/32 56/32 57/32 57/33
I 64–66 64–66 65–67 65–67 66–68 66–68 67–69 68–70 68–70 69–71 69–71

Normal Women's Sizes
UNISEX XS S S M M L L XL XL 2XL 2XL
EU 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54
GB 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
US 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
F 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56
I 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

A sizing chart and measuring tips can be found on our website www.kuebler.eu.
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BELT  
Leather 8401 9111-99  |  Baggage tag 8401 9113-99

Buckle made of stainless steel | Nickel-free | Length: 115 cm | 
adjustable to individual length

MULTIFUNCTIONAL CLOTH 8104 9214-99

Multifunctional, seamless buff | Elastic | Breathable and moisture-regulating | Fast-drying | 
can be worn as scarf, headband, cap to wear under the helmet, balaclava or hat | For informa-
tion on the possibilities to wear refer to the packaging

100 % polyester, approx. 145 g/m²

BELT WITH BOTTLE OPENER 8303 9217-99

Integrated bottle opener on reverse side of buckle | High degree of stretch for maximum 
wearing comfort and perfect fit | Total length: 135 cm | Length individually adjustable

71 % polypropylene, 29 % elastane

KNEEPADS 8108 9119-45

Functional design | Certified acc. to EN 14404:2004 + A1:2010 Type 2, Level 1 in connection with 
the corresponding product (please note the information in the Item description) | Universal size 
Length: 25 cm, width 15 cm, height 2 cm | Packed in pairs

BEANIE
8204 9315-97

Beanie in blended knitted look | Hem with wide ribbed knit ends | Classic fit | Inside lined 
with fleece | Inner lining: 100% polyester 

100 % polyacryl | Lining: 100 % polyester, approx, 300 g/m²



Everything in just one click
Paul H. Kübler
Bekleidungswerk GmbH & Co. KG
Jakob-Schüle-Str. 11-25
D-73655 Plüderhausen

Phone +49 7181 80 03-0
Fax +49 7181 80 03-31

info@kuebler.eu
www.kuebler.eu

Follow us on: KÜBLER Workwear App:

Valid from  01.10.2018

There are many ways to keep up-to-date in our 
digital product world: by app or via social networks 
or use our numerous online services. Catalogues, 
brochures and price lists can be easily downloaded, 
our products can be viewed in even more detail 
thanks to 360° animations and zoom function and 
can be quickly and easily ordered in our shop.
 

Access to up-to-date product master data is available 
in the VTH eData pool

www.VTH-eData-Pool.de

All our letters are sent by GOGREEN from Deutsche 
Post DHL.


